How the cloud solves

4 Big Problems
For law firms

Top 4 Problems Solved by the Cloud
Imagine that you could make one decision – adopt one new technology – and four serious issues for
your firm are alleviated. You make this decision and suddenly your firm is winning more clients,
increasing productivity, managing turnover, and controlling costs.
You don’t have to have a wild imagination to picture this outcome; it’s possible – right now – if your
law firm begins using the cloud. Here’s how it works.

1. Winning Clients
This one is a no-brainer. Most law firms want to win more business and employ countless complex
strategies to accomplish this goal. Clients can be skittish about testing out a different firm and may
have concerns about security. With law firm data breaches making headlines every day, clients
naturally focus on making certain their law firms – and all of their corporate data – are safe.
Your law firm can become the go-to practice for safety and security by using a secure cloud platform
such as Legal Workspace. The fastest and simplest way to bolster your security is by selecting a cloud
solution that was created specifically for law firms. Legal Workspace knows how important it is for law
firms to maintain privilege – and their reputations. Every Legal Workspace client’s data is placed in a
military-grade cloud built exclusively for lawyers.
You can use your firm’s data security as a selling point. Legal Workspace provides security information
that you can use to win deals by proving that you can meet – and usually beat – all of your prospects’
security requirements.

2. Increasing Productivity
No law firm wants its attorneys twiddling their thumbs as they wait for the server to come back online.
The cloud means zero downtime for attorneys.
A cloud environment also gives attorneys the ability to work from any device with internet access. It’s
after hours, and they get a call? They can immediately record their time. They’re stuck in the airport
across the country? They can access the data they need. They’re in court or a satellite office? They
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have exactly the same access they would have if they were sitting in their offices. Not only that, but
the environment from which they’re working is secure.

3. Managing Turnover
Gone are the days when employees would take one job and turn it into a career that lasts until their
retirement. Law firms know that it can be difficult to attract and retain good talent. One perk that
appeals to talent is flexibility. Your firm can provide attorneys and administrative employees with the
ability to work from home (or anywhere, really) when you use a cloud environment such as Legal
Workspace. No hauling files to and from different locations, no thumb drives to misplace, no insecure
file sharing. When your workers have access to the Legal Workspace cloud environment, they get the
same secure access to files, legal applications, and workflows at home as they would in the office.
And, no law firm is static; as your firm grows and changes, Legal Workspace makes it easy to add and
remove users.

4. Controlling Costs
Some budgets are variable, no matter how hard you may try to stabilize them. If you rely on servers,
then your IT budget falls into that category. Servers frequently need updating and patching – and
that’s not something you can assign just anybody to do. Unique skills are required to work on legal
applications, too. You never really know when something might go wrong or how severe the problem
will be.
Using a cloud environment eliminates IT budget variability. Law firms never again have to worry about
the price of repairs or the steep cost of expert knowledge. You pay a monthly fee, and that’s it. No
more outages or downtime, no worrying about disaster recovery. It’s all taken care of for you.
It’s rare to be able to solve four problems by making one simple decision. Adopting a secure cloud
environment can do that. Using a cloud environment such as Legal Workspace can change the way
that you approach managing your firm and allow your attorneys to have both more freedom and
more security.

Legal Workspace is a pioneer in cloud-based work environments and data storage designed specifically
for law firms. Learn more at legal-workspace.com.
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